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Abstract: Under the tide of information economy, IT (information technology) capability greatly influences the ability of
organizations to adapt to changes, and thereby to improve and preserve organizational task performance in the dynamic
and complex business environment. This paper try to analyze the structure of IT capability from dynamic and routinebased perspective. According to the dynamic capability theory, IT capability can be mainly divided into two levels: IT operational capabilities and IT dynamic capabilities. The IT operational capabilities are indeed various sets of IT operating
routines, while the IT dynamic capabilities are indeed IT strategic routines. We take the IT routine as a basic unit of
analysis, and depict a micro-interpretation of IT capability.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, organizational IT systems play a significant
part in this information revolution age. IT greatly influences
the ability of organizations to adapt to changes, and thereby
to improve and preserve organizational task performance in
the dynamic and complex business environment [1]. However, IT resources alone cannot produce a sustainable competitive advantage [2]. Therefore, how to effectively use IT
to gain a competitive advantage is what each business organization needs to face. Some scholars try to solve this problem from organizational capabilities perspective. In this context, the concept of “IT capability” is introduced.
IT capability is defined as “The ability to control ITrelated costs, use effectively and deploy IT-based resources
in combination or co present with other re-sources and capabilities” [3, 4]. It has become a critical resource for enterprises in the 21st century [5]. From resource-based view
(RBV), IT capability is defined as the composite of underlying resources or management assets, which can offer a sustainable competitive advantage [3].
From the perspective of RBV, most scholars agree that
IT capability is the ability to integrate other organizational
resources through the use and disposition of one’s own IT
resources [4]. However, the resource-based view is still a
static analysis, which cannot explain the dynamic aspect of
the formation and evolution of IT capability in a complex
business environment.
The emergence of dynamic capabilities theory has provided a new perspective to analyze the evolution of IT capability in more comprehensive ways. Dynamic capabilities
theory regards the organizational capability as a dynamic and
adaptive process, which is to integrate, reconfigure, gain and
release re-sources to match rapidly changing environments

[6]. The view of dynamic capabili-ties is a kind of dynamic
analysis, which can clearly explain the formation and evolution
of IT capabilities in an ever-changing business environment.
2. THEORETICAL BASIS
2.1. Dynamic Capability
The dynamic capabilities theory has gained increasing attention in the past few years, not only in strategic management but also in many other aspects within the area of organization theory. The concept of dynamic capability is proposed by Teece [6], which is defined as “the ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing environments”. Afterward, many scholars further studied the concept of dynamic
capabilities. Eisenhardt [7] describes the dynamic capability
as “The firm's processes that use resources - specifically, the
processes to integrate, reconfigure, gain and release resources to match and even create market change. Dynamic
capabilities thus are the organizational and strategic routines
by which firms achieve new resource configuration as markets emerge, collide, split, evolve, and die”. Zollo and Winter [8] argue that “A dynamic capability is a learned and stable pattern of collective activities through which the organization systematically generates and modifies its operating
routines in pursuit of improved effectiveness”. Zahra regards
the dynamic capabilities as “the abilities to reconfigure a
firm’s resources and routines in the manner envisioned and
deemed appropriately by its principal decision maker(s)” [9].
In the light of these statements, we can see that the concept
“routines” is very important to explain dynamic capabilities.
From a routines-based view, dynamic capabilities have been
defined as abilities (or capacities) but also as processes or
routines [10]. Therefore, we can analyze dynamic capabilities from the routines-based perspective.
2.2. Organizational Evolutionary Theory
According to evolutionary perspectives on organizational
theory, organizations are only carriers of competencies that
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are embedded in specific routines [11]. Routines are essentially a set of organizational capabilities, which is a body of
knowledge about the methods and functions of an organization and are seen as the “Building blocks of organizational
capabilities’’ [12].
Some literature defines capabilities as bundles of interrelated yet distinct routines [13-15]. Routines are considered as
the appropriate units of selection for capability evolution
[16, 17]. Therefore, our study takes routines as the basic
analysis unit of capabilities, analyzing the formation and
evolution of IT capabilities.
3. A ROUTINES-BASED APPROACH TO STUDY IT
CAPABILITIES
3.1. Organizational Routines
Routines have been defined by many prior studies. Nelson and Winter [18] defined organizational routines from the
evolutionary perspective as “the ways of doing things”.
Teece described routines as “the way things are done or patterns of activities” [6]. Routines are the basic components of
organizational behavior, and the repository of organizational
capabilities [16-18]. Referring to the prior studies of routines, we represent routines as the vector of organizational
capabilities. The organizational routines are the bridge that
connects organizational resources and capabilities. From a
routines-based view, the organizational capabilities can be
mainly divided into two levels: the “first-order” capabilities
and the “high-order” capabilities [20]. Dynamic capabilities
can be regarded as the high-order organizational capabilities,
and the first-order organizational capabilities are called operational capabilities [8]. Here, the operational capabilities
are indeed some various sets of operating routines. While
they are built, integrated and reconfigured, these operational
routines will become dynamic capabilities [6]. In other
words, dynamic capabilities are indeed the organizational
strategic “routines” by which the organization generates and
modifies its operating routines and achieve some “new
source configurations as markets emerge, collide, spit,
evolve, and die” [7, 12].
This routines-based approach to capabilities allows the
disentanglement of those into specific and identifiable routines, thereby outlining possible pathways to capability
building and evolution.
In the light of this study, we take the routine as a basic
analysis unit of capabilities, and depict a micro-interpretation
of capabilities.
3.2. Operating Routines and Strategic Routines
According to the former analysis, the organizational capabilities can be mainly divided into two levels, the “firstorder” capabilities and the “high-order”, whereas Winter
(2003) called them operational capabilities and dynamic capabilities separately. The former are indeed some various
sets of operating routines. With the organizational managers’
decision choices, they transform inputs (resources) into special types of outputs [8, 12, 18]. While the later are the abilities to build, integrate and reconfigure these operational capabilities (operating routines) [6]. They can be seen here as
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some rules of modification of operating routines that enable
high-adaptive behavior [7]. That is, dynamic capabilities are
indeed the organizational and “strategic routines” by which
the firm generates and modifies its operating routines and
achieve some “new source configurations as markets
emerge, collide, spit, evolve, and die” [7, 8, 18]. They govern the rate of changes of the operating routines [19], and
influence the firm’s outputs indirectly via the operational
capabilities [8, 12, 18, 20].
3.3. Towards a Dynamic View on IT Capability
The information technology (IT) capability of an enterprise is very important to improve organizational performance and capabilities in the IT environment [21]. Different
researchers have conceptualized IT capability from different
perspectives. From a resource-based perspective, IT capability is defined as “The ability to control IT-related costs, use
effectively and deploy IT-based resources in combination or
co present with other re-sources and capabilities” [3, 4]. But
the RBV is still a sort of static analysis, and it is difficult to
explain the formation and evolutionary process of IT capabilities in a dynamic and complex business environment.
Consequently, some scholars study IT capability from the
dynamic perspective. Sambamurthy and Zmud (2000) hold
that “IT capabilities are combinations of IT based assets and
routines that support business conduct in value added ways”
[22]. They further pointed out that “IT capabilities apply
skills and routines that evolve very rapidly and are typically
acquired and retired in a discontinuous fashion”. These various notions of IT capabilities are part of the
pioneering efforts to offer a richer understanding of IT
capability.
According to the former analysis of organizational capabilities, the IT capability, which is also one of the organizational capabilities, can be mainly divided into two levels: IT
operational capabilities and IT dynamic capabilities. The IT
operational capabilities are indeed various sets of IT operating routines, which transform IT resources into special types
of outputs [12, 18], while the IT dynamic capabilities are the
abilities that build, integrate and reconfigure these IT operational capabilities (operating routines) [6]. Here, IT dynamic
capabilities are described as high-level routines or bundles of
routines [12, 18, 19].
3.4. The Structure of the IT Routine
The structure of a routine can be divided into three aspects: ostensive aspect, performative aspect, and artifacts
[23]. Here, the ostensive aspect is abstract patterns that participants use to guide, account for and refer to specific performances of a routine. The performative aspect refers to
actual performances by specific people, at specific times, in
specific places of a routine. Artifacts are physical manifestations of the organizational routine.
Similarly, IT routines also can be expressed from these
three aspects. The ostensive aspect of IT routines refers to IT
enabled intangible capabilities (or routines) [24], which are
the “high-order” IT capabilities; the performative aspect of
IT routines can be the IT human resources capability, and the
artifact is the IT infrastructure capability (Fig. 1).
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Fig. (1). The structure of IT routine.

4. SIMULATE THE PROCESS BY SWARM
4.1. From Five Dimensions to Measure IT Capability
According to the existing literature, many scholars use
Value, Scarcity, Imitation, Replacement, and Extensity to
measure organizational capability. IT capability, as a kind of
organizational capability, can also be measured by the five
dimensions. We define the capability as followed:

C = {CV , CS , C I , C R , C E }

(1)

4.2. Construction of the Simulation Model
We design the agent in term of the former analysis. The
agents include Market space, enterprise, IT routines, IT capability and so on. In the same time, we also define the
agents’ attributes and the ruler of agents’ interaction. Finally,
we use agent-based simulation platform-Swarm to realize the
simulation model.
4.3. Analysis of the Simulation Result
In order to perform this model, we run several simulation
tests to analyze the sensitivity of the parameters, and get the
final parameters. From simulation schedule 1 to 600, we
select 10 enterprises randomly to analyze the change of its IT
capabilities and it effect for the organizational performance.
The simulation result is following (Fig. 2).
As we can see from the graph, the 10 enterprises’ IT capability change steadily with the simulation experiment running. According to the former analysis, the IT capability, as
one of the organizational capabilities, can promote the enterprise performance. So, in most instances, the changes between IT capability and enterprise profits change is consistent. Take enterprise 10 (deep green curve) as an example,
the IT capability of enterprise 10 shows a rise tendency as a
whole, despite there are some fluctuations. Meanwhile, the
profits of enterprise 10 presents similar changes. The similar
changes are also with enterprise 1(blue curve), enterprise
2(orange curve), enterprise 5(red curve) and so on. These
indicate that IT greatly influences the ability of organizations
to adapt to changes, and thereby to improve and pre-serve
organizational task performance in the dynamic and complex
business environment [1]. However, there are also exceptions in some cases. The enterprise 4 (pale green curve) and
enterprise 3 (yellow curve) show the opposite changes.
These mean IT capability alone cannot always bring better

Fig. (2). The simulation output results.

performance. IT capability need to combine or co present
with other resources and capabilities.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper, from the routine-based and dynamic capability perspective, analyzed enterprise IT capability. We take
the IT routine as a basic unit of analysis, and depict a microinterpretation of IT dynamic capabilities. Through modeling
the simulation model, using the Swarm simulation platform,
we analyzed the relationship between IT capability and organization performance, and drew the following conclusions:
1) From the dynamic capability perspective, IT capability
can be mainly divided into two levels: IT operational capabilities and IT dynamic capabilities. The IT operational capabilities are indeed various sets of IT operating routines,
while the IT dynamic capabilities are indeed IT strategic
routines.
2) From the routine-base view, the IT capability is composed of a series of IT routines. According to Pentlan’s
definition, the structure of IT routine can be divided into
three aspect: IT infrastructure routine, IT human resource
routine, and IT enabled in-tangible routine.
3) The simulation results show that the relation-ship between IT capability and organization performance is very
complicated. On the on hand, in most cases, the promotion
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of IT capability can enhance the enterprise performance. On
the other hand, IT capability alone cannot always bring better performance. IT capability need to combine or co present with other resources and capabilities.
However, from dynamic and routine-based perspective to
study IT capability are an exploratory research, especially
using agent-based simulation methodology. This simulation
model of this paper is still relative simple. There are many
factors need to be considered. All these are the work to be
further studied.
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